CITY OF HAMILTON

MOTION

Council Date: July 11, 2007

MOVED BY COUNCILLOR POWERS…………………………………………………………

SECONDED BY COUNCILLOR ……………………………………………………………

Appointment of Citizens to Various Advisory Committees

That the following citizens be appointed to the subjoined Advisory Committees for the 2006-2010 term of Council or until such time as their successors are appointed:

(i)  Advisory Committee for Persons with Disabilities

That the membership, for the Advisory Committee for Persons with Disabilities, be increased by three (3) for a total of 18 members as follows:

1.  Tim Nolan
2.  Kim Nolan
3.  Sandi Bell
4.  Bob Helwig
5.  Robert Semkow
6.  Roger-Wayne Anthony Cameron
7.  Terri Wallis
8.  Fran Chesney
9.  Pat Cameron
10. Marlene Thomas-Osborne
11. Mary Smithson
12. Aznive Mallett
13. Deborah Eker
14. Sharon Derkach
15. Brian Lane
16. Darlene Burkett
17. Elizabeth Wagner
18. Dr. Thomas Manzuk
(ii) **Committee Against Racism**

That the membership, for the Committee Against Racism, be increased by two (2) for a total of 17 members as follows:

1. Jahan Zeb
2. Rebecca Nada Rajah
3. Baskarat Tayyab
4. Tyrone Childs
5. Rabelani Makwarela
6. Andrea Rado
7. Jaswinder Singh Bedi
8. Roger-Wayne Anthony Cameron
9. Edward Lee
10. Samer Salman
11. Jovavne Rhodes
12. Gay Walton
13. Peter Frederick
14. Marilyn Joy Hunt
15. Mandira Raha
16. Marwan Masri
17. Mohammad Aslam Dar

(iii) **Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgender Advisory Committee**

1. Gord Jackson
2. Debbie Woolridge
3. Lyla Miklos
4. Erin Fuller
5. Simon Lebrun

(iv) **Hamilton Status of Women Committee**

That the membership, for the Hamilton Status of Women Committee, be increased by four (4) for a total of 19 members as follows:

1. Shanine Mohebat
2. Denise Doyle
3. Basharat Tayyab
4. Jan Lucas
5. Alexandra Weaver
6. Lisa DeLong
7. Lyla Miklos
8. Thelma McGillivray
9. Joanne Ruggieri
10. Rose McAleer
11. Patti McNaney
12. Louise Davis
13. Dodji Ousmane
14. Jennifer Aggus
15. Denise Spoelstra
16. Liz Weaver
17. Junping Chen
18. Pat Saunders
19. Souhad Masri

(v) Tenant Advisory Committee

1. Mary Sinclair
2. Andrew Cranbury
3. Laura Harper Stubbs
CITY OF HAMILTON

MOTION

Council Date: July 11, 2007

MOVED BY COUNCILLOR JACKSON…………………………………………………………

SECONDED BY COUNCILLOR ……………………………………………………………

Appointment of Citizens to Various Advisory Committees

That the following citizens be appointed to the subjoined Advisory Committees for the 2006-2010 term of Council or until such time as their successors are appointed:

(i) Citizens to the Hamilton Historical Board

1. Christine Lei
2. Dr. Walter Peace
3. Robert Williamson
4. Susanne Noordyk
5. Graham Crawford
6. Mary J. Anderson
7. James Bretzler
8. Michael Sangermano
9. Martha Ronalds
10. Carolyn McCann
11. Wade Zagdanski
12. Robert D. Hamilton
13. Robin McKee
14. Darrell Epp
15. Deborah Eker
16. Bill Manson
(ii) Appointment of Citizens to the Seniors Advisory Committee

1. Mary Sinclair
2. Bernice Price
3. Ann Karow
4. Margot Kirkpatrick
5. Carolann Fernandes
6. Thelma McGillivray
7. Lisa Campbell
8. Trinh Ly Minh
9. Renate Lamm
10. Ron Smithson
11. Shirley Joan Robinson
12. Vi Morgan